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Music for the Revolution examines the ways that musicians struggled to preserve 

and redefine their profession during the early years of Soviet power. While well-

known Soviet composers and musicians such as Dmitrii Shostakovich and Sergei Pro-

kofiev do make appearances throughout the narrative, this is not the story of musical 

talent in opposition to the Soviet regime. Rather, Music for the Revolution focuses on 

the ordinary and daily efforts by musicians and bureaucrats both to preserve the quali-

ty of Russian music and to reconceptualize it to meet the ideological priorities of the 

revolution. Amy Nelson argues that although music was subject to the same pressures 

that affected the other arts, such as literature, visual arts, and theater, the abstract and 

emotional nature of music enabled it to retain much of its institutional autonomy. Fur-

thermore, the requirement of talent and skill to produce music meant that prerevolu-

tionary specialists continued to play an indispensable role in the musical community, 

and this insulated the profession from the purging that occurred elsewhere in Soviet 

professional society. Nevertheless, Nelson concludes that early Soviet musicians, by 

advancing their own artistic agendas and defending their autonomy, actually helped to 

create an official Soviet musical aesthetic and the bureaucratic apparatus to enforce it 

(p. 11). 

Nelson provides a chronological journey through the musical world of the revolu-

tionary period, highlighting the development of musical organizations and their pur-

suit of “proletarian” music from the October Revolution to the Cultural Revolution. 

Throughout the narrative, she situates music solidly within the context of both Soviet 

artistic policy and the broader political and cultural developments of the New Eco-

nomic Policy (NEP). In particular, Nelson highlights the position of the prerevolu-

tionary musicians within the Soviet system. These professionals occupied a position 

analogous to the “bourgeois specialists” in the Soviet bureaucracy and maintained a 

tenuous relationship with Soviet power, valued by the state for their expertise but con-

sidered untrustworthy and potentially dangerous. In music, however, the need for 

trained and skilled professionals was more crucial than in the other arts. These re-

quirements both protected prerevolutionary musicians from purging and enhanced 

their prestige and status. Furthermore, the flexible and personal qualities of musical 

interpretation made it less effective as a tool of ideological propaganda. The Soviet 

government expended little effort to train “red” professors of music or to install its 

own people in the conservatories. As a result, prerevolutionary musicians maintained 

control over the profession to a greater extent than in most other fields.  Nelson sug-

gests that this unique status of musicians often allowed them to co-opt the Party’s 

agenda in the pursuit of their own ends (p. 47).   

Although the Soviet government exercised less control over the musical profes-

sion, musicians still contributed to the Soviet project and struggled throughout the 
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NEP to define and create “Soviet” music. The lack of clear directives from the top al-

lowed the development of a vibrant and diverse musical life in the 1920s. Neverthe-

less, Nelson sees most musicians falling into one of three major categories: those ad-

vocating the preservation of Russian artistic heritage and traditions; those trying to 

link innovations in musical style to a radical political agenda, working with but not 

completely supporting or rejecting the revolution; and those committed to developing 

a true “proletarian culture” in music (pp. 42-43). The musicians in the first category 

held the major academic positions, while those in the other two groups found their in-

terests represented through their organizations, the Association of Contemporary Mu-

sic (ASM), the Russian Association of Proletarian Musicians (RAPM), and the Organ-

ization of Revolutionary Composers (ORK). These associations, together with the 

music educational institutions, played a central role in the development of “Soviet” 

music and the music bureaucracy. Nelson points out that because RAPM became 

dominant during the Cultural Revolution, its influence in the 1920s has often been ex-

aggerated. Instead, she argues, it was merely one of several voices competing for in-

fluence in the NEP music world. Nelson also stresses that while bureaucratization was 

an unavoidable element of Soviet life in the 1920s, such supervision did not necessari-

ly translate into artistic control. Indeed, most of the people holding prominent posi-

tions in the musical bureaucracy came from the first category privileging prerevolu-

tionary tradition, and these people largely determined how music would be “Soviet-

ized.” Nelson suggests that this created an alliance between the Soviet bureaucracy 

and the prerevolutionary musical establishment that effectively limited the influence 

and impact of the more radical and militant members of the musical community (pp. 

128-129). 

Nevertheless, the “musical left” played an important role in the story of Soviet mu-

sic and Nelson emphasizes the diversity among radical musicians as they defined and 

created revolutionary music. On the one hand, most musicians, including those favor-

ing prerevolutionary tradition, supported the Bolsheviks’ basic goal of democratizing 

music. Seeing themselves in the intelligentsia mold as public servants, they embraced 

efforts to make music accessible to the masses and through such exposure to raise the 

cultural level of the people. Yet radical musicians expressed disdain for the types of 

popular songs that appealed to the masses. Such songs, they believed, embodied the 

worst elements of degenerate bourgeois culture and threatened the well-being of the 

revolution. Nelson finds that the musical left framed its understanding of “revolution-

ary” music by distinguishing between acceptable and objectionable styles. For RAPM 

in particular, “revolutionary” music had to embody the everyday realities of proletari-

an life or the revolutionary struggle. They rejected sentimentality as bourgeois. In-

deed, some musicians even argued that inaccessibility indicated authenticity, so that 

only when the more degenerate elements of worker culture had been eradicated would 

the proletariat be able to understand the “revolutionary” song. Nelson highlights the 

irony in this view. By rejecting genuinely popular music as an expression of the mass-

es’ cultural “backwardness,” radical musicians revealed a subconscious elitism that 

undermined their claims to be creating a true “proletarian” musical culture. Moreover, 

by the end of the NEP the musical left had embraced the prerevolutionary and West-

ern classical tradition, and Beethoven in particular, as the basic starting point for mu-
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sical education and awareness and as the model for all revolutionary music. Nelson 

sees this as evidence of the strength the prerevolutionary musicians maintained within 

the profession. The acceptance of the classical music foundation required skilled and 

talented musicians knowledgeable in the field and thus ameliorated the impact of the 

Cultural Revolution on the music profession. 

Music for the Revolution makes an important contribution to the historical scholar-

ship on the early Soviet period. By integrating the efforts to “Sovietize” music into 

broader political and cultural developments, Nelson reveals both the processes and 

limitations of Soviet bureaucratic and artistic control. She illustrates the diversity of 

opinions about revolutionary music and the approaches to creating it that existed with-

in the musical community during the NEP, noting that the picture was more complex 

than the prominence of RAPM during the Cultural Revolution might initially suggest. 

At the same time, Nelson argues that the acceptance of “classical music” as a neces-

sary element of Soviet culture and of the notion that individual skill and talent were 

essential for making music indicates that the “embourgeoisement of the revolution” 

normally associated with the 1930s was already becoming evident during the NEP (p. 

168). In this way, Nelson stresses the vibrancy, diversity, and experimentation of the 

NEP cultural experience, and the genuine effort to create “proletarian” music, while 

also highlighting the connections between the pre-revolutionary and Soviet periods 

and suggesting the limitations of the revolutionary transformation. Her work expands 

our understanding of Soviet culture during the 1920s, enriching the scholarship on 

professionals, education, civil institutions, and the Soviet bureaucracy during the 

NEP. It should find a wide readership among scholars and students interested in these 

subjects as well as those investigating the dynamics of Soviet development in the 

1920s in general. 
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